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Featured Application: This study presented a new pavement surface function evaluation
method that effectively evaluated the functional performance of different pavement materials,
which could be used to optimize pavement surface functional performance and improve the
performance of surface treatment materials.

Abstract: There is still a lack of suitable methods for evaluating pavement functional performance
according to the characteristics of real-world environment and traffic. This study developed an
acceleration test method based on the Driving Wheel Pavement Analyser (DWPA) to evaluate
the anti-sliding properties, anti-stripping properties, and tire–pavement noise of AC-13, SMA-13,
and OGFC-13 asphalt mixtures, and MS-1, MS-2, and MS-3 micro-surfacing materials. The results
indicate that the OGFC-13 mixture exhibited the largest texture depth, and the SMA-13 mixture
exhibited the largest British pendulum number (BPN) at the end of the test. The MS-3 material
had the best anti-sliding performance among the micro-surfacing materials. Coarse gradation
improved the anti-stripping performance of the micro-surfacing materials. The tire–pavement noise
for all materials increased with the increase of wheel repetitions. The OGFC-13 mixture and MS-3
micro-surfacing material exhibited the best and worse noise reduction performance, respectively.
The new measurement method for evaluating the pavement surface functional performance was
proved to be efficient.

Keywords: pavement surface functional performance; indoor acceleration test; asphalt mixture;
micro-surfacing; anti-sliding performance; tire–pavement noise

1. Introduction

Transportation is a fundamental and evolving national industry, which provides important
support for economic and social development. By the end of 2018, China’s total highway mileage had
exceeded 4.856 million km [1,2]. With the continuous growth of highway mileage and service time,
the new concept of “equal emphasis on construction and maintenance” has gradually been accepted
for highway development. Pavement maintenance has become a key task for the Department of
Transportation in China. Although there have been many studies performed on pavement maintenance
and preservation [3,4], new types of maintenance measures and materials are still needed to cope with
new demands, such as rapid maintenance under heavy traffic conditions.

Traditionally, engineering research focused on the bearing capacity of pavement structures [5–8].
However, the functional damage of the road surface is receiving more attention than before.
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The functional performance of pavement refers to the performance not related to the road structure,
such as the anti-sliding, anti-stripping, noise reduction, and water permeability performance provided
by the functional layer of the pavement surface. Although there are methodologies used to evaluate the
functional performance of pavements [9–11], such as the sideways force coefficient routine investigation
machine (SCRIM) test, the grip tester, and on-board sound intensity (OBSI). These methods are used on
the constructed pavement surface. Therefore, it is difficult to obtain data in a controlled environment
through these on-site methods. Due to limitations related to the test conditions (e.g., environment,
materials, and technology), it is necessary to find an indoor test method that could control and
quantitatively evaluate the factors influencing a pavement’s functional performance. Some contractors
have proposed control indicators from the perspective of commercial interests [12,13]. However,
these indicators are not enough for guiding actual construction or for quality evaluation purposes.

Pavement surfaces with good functional performance offer safer driving conditions for vehicles,
provide good anti-sliding performance, anti-stripping performance, and reduce the tire–pavement noise.
These functional performances directly determine the economic benefits of pavement maintenance
measures. At present, tests for pavement functional performance include indoor simulation tests and
full-scale track tests [14–20]. Full-scale track tests could directly reflect pavement performance but
require a huge amount of investment and a long test cycle. Therefore, such tests are not suitable for
routine use. Furthermore, as the wheels of a circular track testing machine moved in a circle, the road
surface was subjected to centrifugal forces. However, in addition to the vertical force and shearing
force of the wheel, the road surface was also subjected to radial shear forces [21], which was not
entirely consistent with the actual tire–pavement interaction mechanism. Therefore, the variation of
pavement function performance under complex environmental conditions should be simulated by
an indoor pavement accelerating test to overcome this problem. Various experts and engineers have
promoted pavement acceleration devices for pavement surface function tests (Table 1), such as the
Michigan Indoor Wear Track developed by the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) [22],
which uses a circular pavement track and simulates the rolling process of a car with two wheels.
By applying a vertical load on the wheel, the wheel was towed to achieve rapid wear on the road
surface. The three-wheel accelerated wear tester (ASTM E660-1990 2015) was developed by the
American Asphalt Technology Centre [23]. The friction coefficients of specimens were then measured
using a friction coefficient tester. North Carolina State developed its own NCSU Wear and Polish
Machine [24], which had a circular test track that contains four tires (three are loaded to achieve rapid
wear and the other is used for data collection). Khasawneh [25,26] developed a new type of pavement
surface functional accelerated wear instrument, which used either plate-type or cylindrical specimens
and adopted a specially designed “rubber boot” for surface acceleration tests. Yang [27] from Tongji
University developed a small accelerated wear tester, where the wear effect was achieved through the
combined movement of the specimen and the fixed friction wheel. Zhao [28] from Chang’an University
developed an anti-sliding simulation test machine based on the principle of miniature circular track
tests. This machine is driven through the central axis to tow the test wheel to achieve road surface
wearing. Finally, Tan [29] from Chongqing Jiaotong University developed the “aggregate/asphalt
mixture friction characteristic tester,” which was a miniature straight track test system that simulated
the effect of friction on dynamic driving under the condition of a 100% slip rate and automatically
measured the dynamic friction coefficient.
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Table 1. List of instruments for pavement surface function tests.

Heading Instrument Year Source Obtained Results

1
Tongji small

accelerated wear
tester

2002 Yang [27] An anti-sliding degradation model
was established

2
Anti-sliding

simulation test
machine

2002 Zhao [28]
Micro and macro structures were the
main factors affecting the anti-skid

performance

3 NCSU Wear and
Polish Machine 2006 Vollor et al. [24] Pneumatic tires appeared better than

the solid tires

4

Pavement surface
functional

accelerated wear
instrument

2008, 2017 Khasawneh [25,26] Decrease of polish number dropped
in the first hour of test, then stabilized

5
The three-wheel
accelerated wear

tester
2015

American Asphalt
Technology
Centre [23]

Effective skid resistance evaluation
methods for aggregates and mixtures

6
Aggregate/asphalt

mixture friction
characteristic tester

2017 Tan [29]
The equivalent relation between the

acceleration test and the actual traffic
was obtained

7 Michigan Indoor
Wear Track 2017 Motamedi et al.

[22]

Pavement profiles displayed strong
fractal behavior and the pointwise
Holder exponent could be used to

discriminate different
frictional properties

Based on these acceleration test devices, researchers had also developed several test specifications,
such as ASTM D3319, ASTM E1393, ASTM E660, and AASHTO T327-05/Tex-461-A [22–24]. However,
most of the mentioned pavement surface functional acceleration tests used towed test wheels, which are
not able to simulate the horizontal shear force on the pavement surface. Because the horizontal shear
force has a significant impact on the deterioration of the pavement surface, there are some inconsistencies
between the test results and the damage state of real-world pavement.

Given the complexity of actual pavement, it was necessary to develop an acceleration test
method for the pavement function performance according to the characteristics of environmental
and traffic loads. The DWPA was then designed and developed by the South China University of
Technology [30,31] in 2012. This system applied actual tires to drive the specimen wheel, which could
simulate the horizontal shear stress on the pavement surface. The wheel load, tire pressure,
speed, and environmental conditions could be set and controlled according to the specific test
purpose [32–34]. Based on the DWPA test system, this study evaluated the anti-sliding performance,
anti-stripping performance, and pavement/tire noise of different types of asphalt mixture (AC-13,
SMA-13, and OGFC-13) and micro-surfacing material (MS-1, MS-2, and MS-3). This study aimed to
facilitate a feasible measurement method for evaluating pavement surface functional performance
and provide better tools for surface treatment materials design. This method could be used to obtain
the degradation model of a functional index for each material, and provide a basis for the decision of
pavement maintenance measures.

2. Driving Wheel Pavement Analyzer

The pavement surface functional performance acceleration test was performed using the
DWPA [32–34]. The core part of the DWPA included the main driving wheel and the specimen
wheel. The specimen wheel could hold up to eight specimens, which would combine to form a circular
pavement, as shown in Figure 1.
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inflation pressure was 720 kPa. The axle load could be set between 1.5 kN and 4.5 kN using a precise 
control system. The axle load was adjusted using two air jacks and two pressure sensors installed 
below the axis of the specimen wheel, as shown in Figure 2. The air jacks were controlled using a 
programmable logic controller (PLC). According to the tire–pavement contact area and axle road, 
when the inflation pressure of the tire was 700 kPa and the axle load was 2.5 kN, the contact pressure 
between the tire and the specimen was 0.7 MPa. 
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The design of the continuously variable power unit allowed for the wheel speed to be adjusted 
from 5–40 km/h. The system was equipped with a 1500 mm × 2000 mm × 2000 mm temperature 
chamber. The test temperature was adjustable in the range of 20–80 °C. To ensure the uniform internal 
and external temperatures of the specimen, the heating time of the system should not be less than 5.5 
hours. 

2.1. Specimen and Preparation 

The system adopted arc-shaped molds to form the arc-shaped specimens. The outer diameter of 
the specimen was 1000 mm, and the inner diameter was 900 mm (therefore, the thickness of the 
specimen was 50 mm). The inner arc length of the specimen was 306 mm and the width was 300 mm. 
Three types of specimens could be used, including cement concrete specimens, asphalt concrete 
specimens, and functional layer specimens (Figure 3). 

Figure 1. The Driving Wheel Pavement Analyzer (DWPA) test system.

The driving wheel was a full-size vehicle tire. The tire width was 80 mm and the maximum
inflation pressure was 720 kPa. The axle load could be set between 1.5 kN and 4.5 kN using a precise
control system. The axle load was adjusted using two air jacks and two pressure sensors installed
below the axis of the specimen wheel, as shown in Figure 2. The air jacks were controlled using a
programmable logic controller (PLC). According to the tire–pavement contact area and axle road,
when the inflation pressure of the tire was 700 kPa and the axle load was 2.5 kN, the contact pressure
between the tire and the specimen was 0.7 MPa.
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Figure 2. The air jacks and pressure sensors.

The design of the continuously variable power unit allowed for the wheel speed to be adjusted
from 5–40 km/h. The system was equipped with a 1500 mm × 2000 mm × 2000 mm temperature
chamber. The test temperature was adjustable in the range of 20–80 ◦C. To ensure the uniform internal
and external temperatures of the specimen, the heating time of the system should not be less than 5.5 h.

2.1. Specimen and Preparation

The system adopted arc-shaped molds to form the arc-shaped specimens. The outer diameter
of the specimen was 1000 mm, and the inner diameter was 900 mm (therefore, the thickness of the
specimen was 50 mm). The inner arc length of the specimen was 306 mm and the width was 300 mm.
Three types of specimens could be used, including cement concrete specimens, asphalt concrete
specimens, and functional layer specimens (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The three types of accelerating test specimens: (a) cement concrete specimen, (b) asphalt
concrete specimen, and (c) functional layer specimen.

The cement concrete specimens were made of C40 concrete and provided with reinforcing bars to
enhance its crack resistance. The cement specimen could be used to study the effect of grooving on
the functional performance of the pavement surface. Meanwhile, such a specimen was also an ideal
baseboard for the functional surface materials, such as micro-surfacing and chip seal. In this study,
the cement specimens were used as the baseboard of the micro-surfacing materials.

Asphalt concrete specimens were molded using a specially designed roller-forming machine
with 35 × 2 roll repetitions, as shown in Figure 4. The arc-shaped specimen-forming machine was
modified from the existing rutting specimen-forming equipment. According to the radius of the
arc specimen, we modified the shape of the rolling head and adjusted the operating distance of the
equipment to ensure that every position of the specimen was fully compacted. During the forming
process, the mixing and compaction temperatures of the asphalt mixture were determined according
to the Standard Test Methods of Bitumen and Bituminous Mixtures for Highway Engineering (JTG
E20-2011) [35].
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The functional layer specimens were prepared either according to the construction process of the
functional layer or directly on the construction site to evaluate the construction quality via indoor
acceleration tests, as shown in Figure 5.
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and (c) micro-surfacing specimen.

2.2. Data Collection

DWAP is an open-test system, which provides an excellent pavement surface functional
acceleration loading platform. Its unique design makes it suitable for the most commonly used
pavement surface functional test methods. At present, the available pavement surface functional test
methods include the sand-laying method for measuring surface texture depth, the British pendulum
number (BPN) test, the water permeability test according to the Field Test Methods of Highway
Subgrade and Pavement (JTG 3450-2019) [30], the anti-stripping test [30,32], the rutting test [34],
and the close-proximity method (CPX) noise test [36].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Materials

In this study, three kinds of hot-mix asphalt mixtures, including AC-13, SMA-13, and OGFC-13
asphalt mixtures, and three kinds of cold-mix micro-surfacing mixtures, including MS-1, MS-2,
and MS-3 materials, were selected for the pavement surface functional performance acceleration
tests. Styrene-butadiene-styrene (SBS)-modified asphalt was used for the hot-mix asphalt mixture and
modified emulsified asphalt was used for the micro-surfacing materials. The technical indexes of the
asphalt are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The gradation of each material is shown in Table 4.

Table 2. Technical indexes of the styrene-butadiene-styrene (SBS)-modified asphalt.

Tests Technical Requirement Test Result

Penetration 25 ◦C, 100 g, 5 s (0.1 mm) 40–60 58.5

Penetration index (PI) +0.0 +0.76

Ductility 5 ◦C, 5 cm/min (cm) ≥20 34.2

Softening point (◦C) ≥60 71.4

Flashing point (◦C) ≥230 327

Solubility (%) ≥99 99.9

Elastic recovery at 25 ◦C, (%) ≥75 90

Dynamic viscosity (Pa·s) ≤3 2.24

Rolling thin-film oven test (RTFOT)
(163 ◦C, 85 min)

Mass change (%) ±1.0 0.6

Prolongation 5 ◦C, 5 cm/min (cm) ≥15 28

Penetration ratio (%) ≥65 84.9
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Table 3. Technical indexes of modified emulsified asphalt.

Pilot Project Technical Index Test Result

Sieve excess, 1.18 mm sieve size (%) ≤0.1 0.01

Charge cationic

Engler viscosity E25 3–30 11.2

Evaporation residue content (%) ≥60 63.2

Evaporative residue property

Penetration 5 ◦C, 100 g, 5 s (0.1 mm) 40–100 74

Softening point (◦C) ≥57 57.5

Ductility 5 ◦C, 5 cm/min (cm) ≥20 28

Storage stability 1d % ≤1 1

Table 4. Mixture gradations.

Mixture Type AC-13 SMA-13 OGFC-13 MS-1 MS-2 MS-3

Asphalt aggregate ratio (%) 4.3 6.1 4.4 7.4 6.9 6.6

16 100 100 100 - - -

13.2 90 89 95 - - -

9.5 68 63 56 - 100 100

4.75 38 25 15 100 90 70

2.36 24 19 12 90 65 45

1.18 15 15 10 65 45 28

0.6 10 14 8 40 30 19

0.3 7 13 7 25 18 12

0.15 5 12 5 15 10 7

0.075 4 10 4 10 5 5

3.2. Specimen Preparation

The arc-shaped specimen of AC-13, SMA-13, and OGFC-13 asphalt mixtures were formed with
the arc-shaped specimen-forming machine mentioned above, where two specimens for each gradation
were fabricated. The cement concrete arc-shaped specimens were taken as the baseboards for the
micro-surfacing materials. The MS-1, MS-2, and MS-3 micro-surfacing materials were applied on the
surface of the cement baseboards to form micro-surfacing arc-shaped specimens. For each gradation,
two micro-surfacing specimens were fabricated. According to the construction process requirements of
micro-surfacing, the emulsified asphalt was applied on the specimen surface as a tack coat before the
micro-surfacing mixture was applied. The formed specimens are shown in Figure 6. For all materials,
two parallel samples were used in this study.

3.3. Acceleration Tests

The temperature of the acceleration test for the pavement surface functional performance was
selected according to the average summer temperature of the most recent 5 years in southern China,
which was set at 25 ◦C. The tire inflation pressure was 0.7 MPa and the tire load was 2.5 kN to make
sure that the tire–pavement contact pressure was 0.7 MPa. Furthermore, the driving wheel speed was
set at 10 km/h to ensure the system was running stably. The weight of each specimen, texture depth,
BPN, and tire–pavement noise were measured at 5000, 10,000, 30,000, 50,000, and 70,000 repetitions.
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3.3.1. Anti-Sliding Performance Test

The sand-laying method for measuring the texture depth and the BPN test were used to evaluate
the anti-sliding performance of the specimens under different repetitions. The texture depth refers
to the average depth of the surface irregularities in the macrotexture range on the pavement surface.
In the texture depth test, 25 cm3 of standard sand was first spread out on the pavement surface,
and then the ratio of the volume of sand to the average covered area was calculated as the pavement
texture depth. The sand-laying method [37] for measuring the texture depth of arc-shaped specimens
is shown in Figure 7, and three parallel tests were carried out for each specimen.
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The BPN test was performed to measure the frictional resistance of the pavement surface under wet
conditions with a standard portable pendulum friction coefficient tester. The BPN test for arc-shaped
specimens is shown in Figure 8, and five parallel tests were carried out for each specimen.

Considering the influence of the specimen shape on the test results, we determined a friction length
of 76 mm by referring to the test method using the polishing value of coarse aggregate recommended by
the Test Methods of Aggregate for Highway Engineering (JTG E42-2005) [38]. However, it is important
to note that even though the results obtained from these arc specimens could be used to reflect the
degradation of performance only, they cannot be taken as the BPN obtained from the same mixtures
tested through a regular flat surface.
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3.3.2. Anti-Stripping Test

The anti-stripping test is not a standard test, and this test was developed for the functional layer
specimen [30,32]. The mass loss of each specimen after different wheel-load repetitions was measured
to calculate the mass-loss rate. The mass-loss rate is expressed as the ratio of the mass loss to the initial
mass of the micro-surfacing material, and the average loss rate of the two specimens with the same
mixtures was taken as the result. This test was used to evaluate the anti-stripping performance of
materials, such as fog seal, micro-surface, chip seal, and other ultra-thin layer materials.

3.3.3. Tire–Pavement Noise Test

Tire–pavement noise is a complex acoustic process involving multiple factors, including noise
generation and amplification that predominantly depends on the tire and pavement
characteristics [39–41]. To use the DWPA to measure the tire–pavement noise, the operating speed of
the driving wheel was set to a maximum of 60 km/h. Two microphones were used to collect noise;
one was connected to a noise meter, which was used to obtain the real-time sound pressure, and the
other was connected to a PC through a signal amplifier, which was used for the spectrum analysis
of noise signals. Both microphones were located 10 cm vertically and 20 cm horizontally away from
the contact point between the driving wheel and the specimen surface (Figure 9). Data collected in
three parallel tests were used for each specimen. Furthermore, it is important to know that the noise
measured with this equipment is not the same as that measured on the road, but it can be used as a
reference for the tire–pavement noise level of materials under the same indoor conditions.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Texture Depth

At different wheel-load repetitions, the sand-laying method was used to measure the texture
depth of the specimen. The wheel track of the specimen was selected as the measurement position.
The test results of all six materials are shown in Figure 10.
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According to Figure 10, the texture depths of all materials decreased with increasing wheel-load
repetitions. In the first 10,000 wheel-load repetitions, the texture depth of the micro-surfacing materials
decreased faster than the hot-mix asphalt mixtures. After 10,000 repetitions, the trend of decreasing
texture depth became slower. Furthermore, the type of material directly affected the basic characteristics
and deterioration of the pavement anti-sliding performance. The OGFC-13 mixture exhibited the
largest texture depth, followed by the MS-3 micro-surfacing material, with the AC-13 mixture exhibiting
the smallest texture depth. According to the Field Test Methods of Highway Subgrade and Pavement
(JTG 3450-2019) [40], when the texture depth was larger than 0.6 mm, the surface was considered to
have a good anti-sliding performance. It can be concluded that the micro-surfacing material could
better improve the pavement functional performance than the hot-mix asphalt mixtures tested in this
study, which boasted a good anti-sliding performance and was able to maintain good texture depth
over a long period. Furthermore, the OGFC material performed the best among the three hot-mix
asphalt mixtures.

4.2. British Pendulum Number Test

At different wheel-load repetitions, the standard portable pendulum friction coefficient tester was
used to measure the BPN of the specimen. The measurement position was the wheel track belt of the
specimen. The test results are shown in Figure 11.
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According to Figure 11, the BPN of all materials decreased with increasing wheel-load repetitions.
In the first 10,000 wheel-load repetitions, the BPN of the micro-surfacing materials decreased faster
than the hot-mix asphalt mixtures. After 10,000 repetitions, the decreasing trend became slower,
which was consistent with the results of the texture depth. However, the BPN of the hot-mix asphalt
mixtures did not show a significant reduction stage, the decreasing trend before and after 10,000
repetitions were nearly the same. Furthermore, at the end of the test, the BPN values of SMA-13
and MS-3 were greater than the OGFC-13 mixture, which was contrary to the result of the texture
depth, indicating no direct correlation between texture depth and BPN. According to the Field Test
Methods of Highway Subgrade and Pavement (JTG 3450-2019) [40], when the BPN was larger than 37,
the surface was evaluated at the fine level, and larger than 42, at the good level. The test results showed
that the SMA-13 mixture provided good anti-sliding performance and could be an optimal material
for an anti-sliding performance pavement as a structural layer. The BPN results confirmed the good
pavement functional performance exhibited by MS-3 micro-surface materials as a thin layer.

4.3. Anti-Stripping Test

After completing the set number of wheel-load repetitions, the micro-surfacing specimens were
weighed and the mass of the micro-surfacing materials was obtained after removing the mass of the
baseboards. The test results are shown in Figure 12.

With increasing load repetitions, the micro-surfacing materials were gradually worn down and the
spalling mass-loss rate gradually increased. The mass-loss rates for the three micro-surfacing materials
were approximately the same (about 2.5%) at 30,000 wheel-load repetitions. When the wheel-load
repetitions exceeded 30,000, the gradation determined the mass-loss rate of the micro-surfacing materials.
The coarser the gradation, the smaller the mass loss. The mass loss of the MS-1 micro-surfacing material,
which had the finest gradation, was the largest, reaching up to 13.5% at 70,000 wheel-load repetitions,
whereas that of the MS-3 mixture, which had the coarsest gradation, was only 6.7%. The results show
that the gradation had a direct effect on the durability of the micro-surfacing materials and a coarse
gradation could improve the anti-stripping properties.
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4.4. Tire–Pavement Noise

Two microphones were used to collect the tire–pavement noise of the specimens under the set
number of loading repetitions, and the variation of the tire–pavement noise for different mixtures was
obtained through calculation and analysis using MATLAB software (7.0, MathWorks, Natick, MA,
USA). The A-weighting filter was adopted to mimic the noise response of the human hearing system.
The test results are shown in Figure 13.
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The tire–pavement noise increased with increasing wheel-load repetitions for all materials.
The growth rates of the noise sound pressure for OGFC-13 and SMA-13 were lower than those
for AC-13. At 70,000 wheel-load repetitions, the tire–pavement noise for the OGFC-13 mixture
and AC-13 mixtures increased by 1.7 dB(A) and 3.5 dB(A), respectively, compared to the initial.
The tire–pavement noise of the micro-surfacing materials increased slowly; the noise sound pressure
of all three micro-surfacing materials had increased by only 0.6–0.7 dB(A) by the end of the test.

According to the absolute value of the noise, OGFC-13 produced the lowest tire–pavement noise,
followed by SMA-13. The AC-13 mixture produced the lower noise in the early stages of the test, but by
the end of the test, the noise level was close to that of the micro-surfacing material. Furthermore, for the
cold-mix mixtures, the micro-surfacing materials exhibited a worse tire–pavement noise performance.
The coarser the gradation of the micro-surfacing material, the higher the tire–pavement noise. Therefore,
tire–pavement noise reduction should be one of the main research directions for the optimization of
micro-surfacing materials. According to the Environmental Quality Standard for Noise (GB3096-2008),
there are five categories of acoustic environment functional areas [42]. Among them, the daytime noise
limits of category ii (residential and commercial areas), category iii (industrial area), and category iv
(arterial roadside area) are 60 dB(A), 65 dB(A), and 70 dB(A), respectively. Therefore, micro-surfacing
was recommended to be applied on the arterial road only. The OGFC-13 mixture was the best material
for pavement in residential and commercial areas. AC-13 and SMA-13 mixtures could be used in the
industrial area.

The noise frequency spectrum of various pavement materials was extracted using MATLAB
software. Considering that the MS-3 material is the most widely used micro-surfacing in China,
the noise frequency characteristics of AC-13, SMA-13, OGFC-13, and MS-3 were analyzed (Figure 14).
The frequency of tire–pavement noise for AC-13, SMA-13, OGFC-13, and MS-3 exhibited distinct
characteristics. The noise frequency of the four materials was a wide continuous spectrum, the main
frequency range was 200–5000 Hz, and the spectrum peak value was between 600 Hz and 1000
Hz. The spectrum peak value of AC-13 was the largest, followed by SMA-13, MS-3, and OGFC-13.
Considering that human hearing is sensitive to noise in the frequency range of 500–2000 Hz, the noise
frequency curves of the four materials in this frequency range can be subdivided into the frequency
range of 700–1600 Hz, which is the region where the air pump effect occurs. The OGFC-13 produced
the lowest tire–pavement noise in this frequency range, followed by SMA-13.

Because the OGFC-13 material had a higher connected porosity, it dissipated more noise energy
to greatly reduce the pump noise between the tires and the pavement. SMA-13 had fewer voids
than OGFC-13, but the texture depth of SMA-13 was better than that of AC-13 and MS-3. Therefore,
the tire–pavement noise of SMA-13 was also reduced in the low-frequency band compared to AC-13.
The sound pressure of the MS-3 micro-surfacing material was substantially higher than that of the
other hot-mix materials over the entire frequency range.
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5. Conclusions

This study developed an acceleration test method for pavement function performance according
to the characteristics of environmental and traffic loads based on the Driving Wheel Pavement Analyser
(DWPA). The anti-sliding performance, anti-stripping performance, and tire–pavement noise of hot-mix
asphalt mixtures—including AC-13, SMA-13, and OGFC-13—and cold-mix mixtures—including MS-1,
MS-2, and MS-3 micro-surfacing materials—were evaluated. The following conclusions were drawn.

The type of material directly affected the basic characteristics and deterioration of the pavement
anti-sliding performance. The OGFC-13 mixture exhibited the largest texture depth, which was larger
than 1.3 mm at the end of the test. The SMA-13 mixture exhibited the largest BPN, which was larger
than 45 at the end of the test. The hot-mix mixtures provided good anti-sliding performances. For the
cold-mix mixtures for a thin layer, the texture depth and BPN results indicated that the MS-3 material
was the best for providing and maintaining a good anti-sliding performance over a long period.

The gradation had a direct effect on the anti-stripping performance of the micro-surfacing material;
the coarser the gradation, the smaller the mass loss. The mass loss of the MS-1 and MS-3 micro-surfacing
materials were 13.5% and 6.7%, respectively, at 70,000 wheel-load repetitions. This may have been
because the full-size wheel and heavy axle load would result in a greater shear stress in the material.
Therefore, mixtures with fine gradation were easier to deform and strip. The DWPA could effectively
evaluate the anti-stripping performance of micro-surfacing mixtures on pavement surfaces.

OGFC-13 produced the lowest tire–pavement noise, which was less than 60 dB(A), followed
by SMA-13. The micro-surfacing mixtures did not help to reduce the tire–pavement noise.
The tire–pavement noise of all micro-surfacing materials was larger than that for the hot-mix asphalt
mixtures and increased to more than 66 dB(A) by the end of the test. However, for all materials used in
this study, the tire–pavement noise increased with increasing wheel repetitions.

The proposed pavement surface functional performance evaluation method based on the DWPA
was able to evaluate the anti-sliding performance, anti-stripping performance, tire–pavement noise,
and other pavement surface functional indexes for different types of materials. However, this method
still needs to be verified using in situ test data. Furthermore, this method could be used to obtain
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the degradation model of a functional performance index for each material, and provide a basis for
decisions regarding pavement maintenance measures in the future.
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